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S. Muller

Summary

This thesis, consisting of an introduction and four separate papers, gathers con-
siderations on bone behaviour in relation to total hip replacement. Aspects
related to primary hip replacement, principally adaptive bone remodelling, are
addressed in Paper I from a clinical point of view and in Paper II from a me-
chanical point of view. Morsellised bone applied in secondary hip replacement
is studied in Paper III, where its recoil is modelled as viscoelastic, while Paper
IV questions the validity of a solid model for this material.

The relationship between preoperative bone stock and relative postoperative
change of bone amount was investigated in Paper I. Younger patients with cus-
tom uncemented femoral implants who had high preoperative bone stock had
more bone loss than those with low preoperative bone stock. This unexpected
result around the hip is nevertheless an accepted result in knee replacement.
Also a new graphic interpretation of the paired variations of bone mineral den-
sity and projected bone area showed that bone tends to remodel after surgery
to reach a lower density and a higher volume.

The main purpose of Paper II was to connect mechanical stimulus to the
remodelling observed in the same patients as in Paper I. Bone remodelling was
simulated individually and compared with the clinical measurements in the cor-
responding patient. An additional modelling of a hypothesised fading memory
of the bone was implemented to an established set of equations connecting me-
chanical stimulus to remodelling. Comparisons at a global level of simulated and
clinical results showed that simulations have a good predictive value but are not
quantitatively correct prior to statistical processing. The observed discrepancy
suggested an improvement of the material modelling.

The recoil behaviour of morsellised bone is of great clinical relevance for
the primary stability of revision implants. The aim of Paper III was threefold:
derive from experiments clinically relevant material parameters, use these to
discriminate the effect of pre-treatment of the bone grafts on their recoil prop-
erties, and compare these outcomes to loading properties. The experimental
unloading was a model using a linear viscoelastic solid model from which three
parameters were derived describing the swelling retardation, the swelling speed
and the amount of swelling. They allowed the identification of significant effects
of water content and particle size on the recoil of morsellised bone. Two of the
parameters correlated to loading properties.

The protocol used in Paper III investigates only part of the behaviour of
morsellised bone. A different geometry and load modus was studied in Paper
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IV. Impacted morsellised bone in a cavity mimicking the femoral canal was
loaded axially and with torsion. The experiment was modelled with finite ele-
ments using the same material modelling as in Paper III, a linear viscoelastic
solid model. Though the simulation captured the gross features of the response
of bone grafts to loading, it did not achieve displacements as large as in the
experiments. This suggested that the pulverulent behaviour of morsellised bone
dominated in this load case, allowing it to flow under load, which indicates that
fluid viscoelasticity could be a better model for bone grafts.
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Introduction

1 Bone

This thesis considers various aspects of the behaviour of bone in connection with
hip replacement, as a living and adaptive tissue and as a dead material. Thus,
understanding some elements of bone structure and physiology might help our
understanding of both the modelling of the bone’s mechanical properties and
the processes underlying its ability to accommodate to its environment. Only
the main structures in adult normal bone are considered here.

1.1 Living bone

1.1.1 Bony tissues and cells

At a macroscopic level there are two different structures of bone: cortical or
compact bone and trabecular or cancellous bone. Cortical bone is found essen-
tially in the shaft of long bones and represents 80 % of the skeleton. Cortical
bone is a compact material; non-cellular matter occupies 95 % of the total vol-
ume and blood vessels and cells occupy the remaining 5 %. Cancellous bone is
found mainly in the end of long bones, in vertebras and flat bones. It represents
20 % of the skeleton and consists of a porous network of trabeculae intercon-
nected in a honeycomb pattern where bone matter occupies only 20% of the
total volume (Figure 1). The free space is filled with bone marrow and blood
vessels. This spongious structure gives trabecular bone a large surface to vol-
ume ratio of 20mm2/mm3 vs. only 2.5 mm2/mm3 in compact bone (Eriksen
et al., 1993). As most metabolic activity takes place at free bone surface, the
skeletal turnover is three to ten times more rapid in cancellous than in cortical
bone (Sambrook, 2001).

At a lower level of structure, compact bone consists mainly of cylindrical
canals of concentrically arranged lamellae around blood vessels. These canals,
called Harvesian systems or osteons, are aligned longitudinally (for long bones)
and the cavity inside has a diameter of 100μm (Currey, 1984). In between
osteons, interstitial lamellae are found with layers randomly oriented from one
location to another.

The lamellar bone matrix is a highly organised material (de Ricqles et al.,
1991). Collagen fibrils are packed closely and parallel with crystals of hydrox-
yapatite regularly distributed along the length of the fibres. The plywood-like
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Introduction

Figure 1: Cortical bone structure with focus on the Harvesian systems (A). Cancellous bone
structure with osteoblasts, osteoclasts and osteocytes (B). Reproduced from (Sambrook, 2001)
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structure of lamellar bone can be either an orthogonal plywood structure with
fibre directions changing by 90◦ between two consecutive lamellae or a twisted
plywood-like structure with a regular rotation of a given angle between consec-
utive lamellae (Giraud-Guille, 1988).

Within those structures lie different types of cells: osteoclasts are respon-
sible for bone resorption and osteoblasts are responsible for bone formation.
Osteoblasts are located on free bone surfaces distributed among covering cells.
Some osteoblasts are incorporated into the bone matrix and become osteocytes
and are able to communicate both with each other and with osteoblasts.

1.1.2 Mechanical modelling of living bone

Constitutive models of mechanics rely on the basic hypothesis that the material
to be described is a continuum. Modelling a discontinuous material as a contin-
uum limits the validity of the predicted results to the length scale on which the
material properties are averaged (Cowin, 1993). Rauber in the 19th century was
aware of the fact that “strength of bone is dependent upon the material, the
microscopic structure and the shape of the whole bone” (Rauber, 1876). In spite
of this awareness, the largest part of the biomechanical data were gathered be-
tween 1955 and 1973 using common testing methods in engineering design that
focused on external influences and that regarded microstructure as less impor-
tant (Roesler, 1987). This contributed to an understanding of bone as a material
rather than a structure. Consideration of anisotropy, already suggested in 1957,
was a first step toward a structural description. A transverse isotropic model for
human bone was established 18 years later (Reilly and Burstein, 1975) and inho-
mogeneity within cortical bone was suggested a few years later by Van Buskirk
and Ashman (1981). One way to overcome the limitations due to the averaging
of discontinuities, was to use a homogenisation method. This method proposes
to represent the discontinuous material by a continuous and homogeneous one
with the same macroscopic behaviour. It can then be used to estimate back
strains at the microscopic level based on macroscopic computations (Prender-
gast, 1997). The basic assumption is a periodic structure repeating a base cell.
The mechanical properties of the basic material for the base cell and its shape
and size determine the macroscopic mechanical behaviour. Though the archi-
tectural idealisation is debatable and the mechanical properties of the base cell
have to be estimated, this method allows relating architectural patterns and
density in trabecular bones to continuous material properties. Another type
of homogenisation has been presented by Van Rietbergen et al. (1996), who
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micro-scanned a cube of trabecular bone and ran a finite element analysis to
estimate the corresponding macroscopic stiffness matrix.

1.2 Morsellised bone

1.2.1 Description and biological considerations

Morsellised bone consists of solid particles of cortical or cancellous bone and
bone marrow, which itself may be considered as a combination of water and fat.
Not only the relative amount of these components determines its behaviour but
also the grading of the bone particles (Ullmark and Nilsson, 1999).

Revascularisation of the bone grafts is determinant for its integration in
new bone (Kirkeby and Berg-Larsen, 1991) and hence for the success of the
reconstruction. Fresh morsellised bone originated from cancellous bone is better
revascularised than from cortical bone (Solheim et al., 2001). Pre-treatment as
demineralisation or freezing as well as the syngeneic or allogeneic origin of the
bone also influences vascularisation and mineralization. Although syngeneic
bone is superior to allogeneic in respect to vascularisation and mineralization,
the difference is reduced by pre-treatment (Kirkeby et al., 1992).

Bone grafts can also be impregnated locally with antibiotics to diffuse them
massively where they are needed during the first days and weeks after operation,
(Witsø et al., 1999).

1.2.2 Mechanical considerations

The nature of morsellised bone is ambiguous. As a pulverulent, it behaves
both like a fluid taking the shape of its container and like a solid as it does
not flow out when left on a free surface. If not pre-treated by impaction, its
tension strength is virtually zero as nothing but surface tension of the fluid
phase ensures the cohesion of its components. In Paper III, morsellised bone in
a container was adequately modelled by a generalised Kelvin model suitable for
solid, while in Paper IV, the large displacements observed experimentally and
not predicted by the same material model suggested a flow of material and hence
that a fluid model would be more suitable. The fact that the bone is ground
suggests naturally both isotropy and homogeneity though these characteristics
are only achieved at a rather macroscopic scale.

Many studies have explored thein vivo mechanical behaviour of bone grafts
with respect to implant stability (Capello, 1994; Kärrholm et al., 1999; Pekkari-
nen et al., 2000). However, its mechanical properties as a material have mostly
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been investigated the last five to ten years with the help of geotechnical methods
usually employed to study soils. The grading of the bone particles was found
to be poor by geotechnical standards as an optimal distribution should be very
broad and include both finer and larger particle (Brewster et al., 1999). Study
of the recoil properties by Ullmark et al. (1999) showed that finer particles
and higher impaction force cause larger recoil. The new procedure followed in
Paper III provides quite different results thus suggesting that the grading of the
particles may matter more than their average size. This viscoelastic aspect was
investigated more deeply by Giesen et al. (1999) who established the existence of
large irreversible deformations caused by flow-independent creep behaviour due
to rolling and sliding of the bone particles. The close relationship between con-
fined compression modulus and permeability they showed suggests an influence
the fluid content in morsellised bone. A study by Voor et al. (2004) established
that uniaxial compressive strain was significantly decreased in defatted bone
grafts.

2 Hip operations

2.1 Total hip replacement

In 2003, 7900 patients underwent a hip operation in Norway; these comprised
6900 first time operations (primary hip replacement) and 1000 re-operations
(revision surgery) (Furnes et al., 2004). About 40 % of the patients were between
71 and 80 years old and 69 % of all patients were women. The main cause
of operation was arthrosis (70 %), a degenerative joint disease with cartilage
damage and loss. A secondary cause was femoral neck fracture (12 %) and hip
dysplasia (8 %), an abnormal anatomic structure of the femoral head due to a
growth disorder.

The stress on the joint surface is easily doubled due to changes of the shape
of the femoral head and hence of the contact surface. Overweight aggravates
the overload and should be kept under control. Operative treatment is indi-
cated when the patient is in strong pain that impairs work capacity or rest
(Edvardsen, 1989). The usual intervention is the total hip replacement. The
acetabulum, the cup-formed part of the pelvis receiving the femoral head, is
rasped and embedded with an artificial polyethylene cup. A metallic ball an-
chored to the femoral shaft by means of a femoral implant replaces the femoral
head (Figure 2). The femoral implant is anchored itself in the marrow cavity
(Steen Jensen, 1986).
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Figure 2: A femoral component inserted in the femoral canal. The acetabular cup is fixed in
the pelvic bone and receives the artificial femoral head.

2.1.1 Uncemented femoral implants

To anchor the hip implant in the femoral canal, two main fixation techniques
are available: cemented and uncemented stems. Though uncemented implants
have increased their survival percentage from 87 to 95 % in the last twelve years,
they do not surpass cemented implants at a survival percentage of 97%, when all
patients are considered together (Furnes et al., 2004). Long-term results of ce-
mented femoral stems are satisfying in younger patients though weaker results
of cemented acetabular cups are reported (Callaghan et al., 1997; Kobayashi
et al., 1997). However, in a randomised study comparing second generation
cemented and uncemented femoral stems Bourne et al. (1995) showed no sig-
nificant difference in revision rate for patients under 70 years old. They further
recommended use of uncemented tapered femoral stems for patients with fun-
nel shaped femora or with arthritis (Bourne and Rorabeck, 1998). In Norway,
about 17 % of the primary operations in 2003 used uncemented femoral stems
(Furnes et al., 2004).

Uncemented femoral implants usually have a porous surface covered or not
by a bioactive ceramic to facilitate bone ingrowth and biological fixation. To al-
low proper ingrowth the micro-movements at the bone-implant interface should
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not overcome 20 μm (Jasty et al., 1997). As nothing stabilises the implant in
the first weeks after operation uncemented stems rely on either press-fit stability
or a so-called “fit and fill” stability (Naidu et al., 1996). The first is usually
based on medullary locking where the stem is forced and locked in the distal
medullary canal. Implants with good “fit and fill” try to achieve good contact
with the cortical bone and to fill the femoral canal.

2.1.2 Periprosthetic bone remodelling

Medullary locking implants and implants with proximal fit provide very differ-
ent load distributions on the remaining surrounding bone. Bone tissue responds
to its mechanical environment by growing when loaded and disappearing when
disused (see the section on bone remodelling). For medullary locking stems,
as a result of the wedging effect, bone densification occurs, especially distally,
which leads to reduced stresses in the proximal bone, increasing in turn the
distal bearing until the proximal bone is bypassed and resorbs (Van Rietbergen
et al., 1993). This phenomenon, known as stress shielding, confirmed by com-
puter simulation of the remodelling has also been confirmed by radiographic
assessment (Bugbee et al., 1997) and by DEXA measurements (Engh et al.,
1992). Anatomical and custom uncemented implants are based on the “fit and
fill” principle, thus focusing on an evenly distributed cortical contact and load
transfer as suggested by Huiskes (1990) and Huiskes et al. (1992). Bone loss
assessed by DEXA was less in the proximal regions of the femur with anatomic
uncemented stems than with cemented ones (Brekelmans et al., 1972; Huiskes
and Chao, 1983).

Implants with high modulus of elasticity reduce strains in the surrounding
bone thus bypassing its use and enhancing stress shielding. These pure stress
calculations have been confirmed by remodelling simulations (Huiskes et al.,
1992). While implants with the same modulus as bone, so-called isoelastic
implants, reduce stress shielding they increase proximal interface stresses thus
leading to interface debonding and micromotions (Huiskes et al., 1992). Huiskes
(1993) established a relation between the amount of bone loss and the ratio
between the stem stiffness and the preoperative bone density, confirmed both
by simulations and the clinical measurements by Engh et al. (1992).

2.2 Revision

The most important cause of revision of the femoral component is aseptic loos-
ening. This loosening is caused by three main mechanisms: loosening at the
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interface between implant and bone or implant and cement, cement breakage or
breakdown of cortical structure due to bone loss or necrosis. While the lesser
forms of instability can be treated by conservative procedures if no infection
is suspected, instabilities involving breakage always require surgical solutions
(Schneider, 1989).

In Norway in 2003, 962 patients underwent revision surgery of the hip joint,
representing 12.2% of all hip operations. The main causes were aseptic loosening
of the femoral component or acetabular component (together 73 %), luxation,
deep infection and pain (Furnes et al., 2004). Removal of a loose implant leaves
the inner surface of the femoral canal rather smooth, which makes interlock be-
tween a new implant or cement difficult. The interface shear strength has been
shown to be reduced to 21% of the primary one (Dohmae et al., 1988). Bone
loss may be so extensive that the containment of the implant and its cement
mantle may be impaired (Brewster et al., 1999). Moreover the lack of proximal
femoral support has been shown to significantly increase stress levels within the
revision implant above its fatigue strength (Crowninshield et al., 2004). The use
of bulk grafts (large pieces of bone) often caused infections and did not promote
attachment of important muscles; furthermore, the grafts were not revascu-
larised (Hooten et al., 1996). Particulate bone grafts, also called morsellised
bone grafts, provide the adequate initial stability of the revision implant and
are more easily vascularised and incorporated into the host skeleton (Malkani
et al., 1996). Their use was first described in 1984 for restoration of bone loss
in the acetabulum (Slooff et al., 1984) and in 1993 using smaller bone particles
for the femur (Gie et al., 1993). To be successful, the procedure requires initial
stability of the implant before new bone incorporates the grafts. Subsiding of
the implant as the morsellised bone compresses is the main cause of instability
(Capello, 1994; Kärrholm et al., 1999; Pekkarinen et al., 2000). The recoil prop-
erties appear determinant for the initial stability and the results from Paper III
provide clinically relevant tools for a better control and conscious utilisation
of the mechanical potential in it, either as an inert material guarantying little
deformation over time or as an active component inducing a radial compressive
pre-load on the implant.

At revision surgery, about 61% of the femoral components are cemented,
almost always with antibiotic cement (Furnes et al., 2004). While only about
7 % of primary operations in Norway use bone grafts either in the acetabulum or
in the femur, almost 50% of revisions use this technique and at least half of these
in the femur. Pure re-cementation showed poor results compared to uncemented
femoral stems with bone grafts or cemented stems with impacted morsellised
bone (Lie et al., 2004). The use of cement in combination to morsellised bone
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is indeed found to enhance the bone-cement locking thus improving the implant
stability (Nelissen et al., 1995; Slooff et al., 1996).

3 Bone remodelling

During the second half of the 19th century, much work was done on the study
of how the mechanical environment influences bone growth, maintenance and
degeneration (Roesler, 1987). The idea that bone shape is related to its function
is usually attributed to Julius Wolff an anatomist and orthopaedic surgeon who
observed that the trabecular structure of cancellous bone coincided with the
stress trajectories (Wolff, 1892). This observation evolved to what is now known
as Wolff’s law stating that bone is formed as a mechanically optimal structure
of maximal strength and minimal weight (Roesler, 1987).

To this view on bone as a solution of an optimisation problem, Rik Huiskes
(2000) opposes the view by Wilhelm Roux (1881) according to whom formation
and functional adaptation of bone results only from a self-organising process,
regulated locally by cells and governed by mechanical stimuli.

Though modern computational methods (finite element analysis — FEA)
confirm the coincidence of the trabecular architecture with stress trajectories,
these are calculated in a continuum, which impairs the comparison with stress
trajectories in a trabecular structure (Cowin, 1997). The similarity of trabecular
bone and stress trajectories seems to be fortuitous and not causal (Huiskes,
2000).

3.1 The physiological processes

3.1.1 Load bearing and change in bone mass

Although bone modelling and remodelling may involve many factors such as
gender, age or nutrition, they are mainly influenced in adults by calcium reg-
ulating hormones and functional load bearing (Lanyon, 1996). While physical
exercise, such as training or normal weight bearing activities, increases bone
mass (Courteix et al., 1998), deprivation of loading, as in micro-gravity, reduces
it (Zerwekh et al., 1998). Menopausal women, for example, can retard bone loss
associated to osteoporosis by exercising (Milliken et al., 2003).
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Figure 3: Regulatory process of the type suggested by Frost. This specific model was investi-
gated by (Mullender and Huiskes, 1995). Figure reproduced from Huiskes (2000).

3.1.2 Cellular mechanisms

Following Roux’s view on bone remodelling, Frost (Frost, 1988) proposed his
“mechanostat”-theory in which local strains control bone remodelling (as a ther-
mostat controls temperature). Though the complete mechanism still is not un-
derstood (Huiskes, 2000), there is a common agreement that osteocytes are the
mechano-sensitive elements in bone (Klein-Nulend et al., 1995) commanding
bone multi-cellular units (BMU) of osteoblasts and osteoclasts responsible for
bone apposition and resorption respectively.

3.2 Modelling mechanically induced bone remodelling

Adaptive bone remodelling was formalised in a mathematical model by Cowin
and Hegedus (1976) on adaptive elasticity. Soon thereafter, a comprehensive
work by Rik Huiskes (1987) founded the computational simulation of bone re-
modelling in the particular case of a femoral cortex around an intramedullary
prosthesis.

A concise remodelling scheme simulated changes in bone amount similar to
changes measured in dogs (Weinans et al., 1992; Van Rietbergen et al., 1993).

10
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The adaptive bone remodelling simulation theory is based on a site-specific
formulation. The remodelling signal S is the strain energy per unit of mass
(Carter, 1987). It regulates the bone mass m by attempting to normalise the
signal to the same value as the pre-operative one. This model has been the core
of continued investigations (Kerner et al., 1999) and is the one used in Paper III.

The rate of net bone turnover is expressed as a tri-linear function of the
remodelling signal, the specific strain energy, expressed locally:

dm
dt = τA(ρ)[S − (1 − s)Sref ] S< (1 − s)Sref

dm
dt = 0 (1 − s)Sref <S< (1 + s)Sref

dm
dt = τA(ρ)[S − (1 + s)Sref ] S> (1 + s)Sref

In these equations, t is time, τ a time constant, A(ρ) the free surface able to
remodel as a function of the bone density ρ, S and Sref the current and reference
value of the specific strain energy and s is a threshold value defining a dead
zone around the preoperative value. The maximum value for the bone density
is set to 1.73 g/cm3. The rate of net bone turnover can be split into external
modelling: dm

dt = ρAdx
dt where x is a coordinate normal to the periosteum, and A

is the surface of periosteum where the remodelling takes place, and an internal
remodelling: dm

dt = V dρ
dt where V is the volume of bone where the change of

density takes place. The surface function A(ρ) is based on the theory by Martin
(1972) according to which bone remodelling occurs only at free surfaces. He
calculated the free trabecular surface per unit volume a(ρ) as a function of the
density assuming spherical pores. The relationship used by Weinans (1992) is
closely approximated in Paper III by the following formula: a(ρ) = 4ρ(1.73−ρ)
where the bone density ρ is in g/cm3 and the surface density in mm2/mm3.

In the light of the considerations by Huiskes (2000) on the optimality of
bone and paradigms in bone remodelling simulation, this model by Weinans,
though not based on cellular activity, follows Roux’s paradigm. It is not based
on maximising strength and minimising weight but simply on local regulation
of bone density and volume, governed by mechanical stimuli. However, its
application to a continuum bypasses the concept of trabecular architecture itself.
Considering rather the density distribution, Weinans’ model fits fully Roux’s
understanding of the adaptation of bone.

An essential difference to be noted between this model and a cellular one
proposed by Mullender and Huiskes (Mullender and Huiskes, 1995) is that the
mechanical signal is a specific strain energy in the first case and a rate of strain
energy density in the second. The adaptive stimulus is believed to be dynamic
strains (Turner, 1998) and more specifically that it increases if the magnitude
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or the frequency of the dynamic load increases (Turner et al., 1995). Neither
Weinans nor Van Rietbergen comment on this aspect in their articles, though the
suggestions of dynamic loads as stimuli of bone adaptation had been published
earlier (Lisková and Hert, 1971; Lanyon and Rubin, 1984).

4 Computational and imagery techniques

4.1 The finite element method in biomechanics

4.1.1 The finite element method (FEM)

The FEM is a general mathematical method to solve numerically partial deriva-
tive equations on spatial domains. In solid mechanics it allows extrapolating
stresses through solids based on knowledge of external forces, material proper-
ties and geometry of the considered body. The global domain is divided into
many small ones: finite elements, together forming a mesh of the global do-
main. The basic hypothesis is to assume the shape of the displacement field
within each element and that the displacement field is described by the values
at special points of the elements: the nodes. Forces and displacements for an
element are related by an elementary stiffness matrix Ke by integrating the
assumed displacement field into the principle of virtual powers. By putting the
Ke’s together according to the nodes shared by two neighbour elements, they
form the stiffness matrix of the whole structure K, relating nodal displacements
to nodal forces by F = Kδ , where F is the vector of nodal forces and δ the
vector of nodal displacement. For all nodes except the ones on which forces are
applied, the nodal force is zero by principle of equilibrium. Strains are derived
from displacements and through material properties, stresses can be calculated.

4.1.2 Applications to tissue mechanics

Huiskes and Chao (1983) traced the first application of the FEM to orthopaedics
back to 1972 (Brekelmans). Three main fields of application of the FEM can be
discerned: design and pre-clinical analysis of prostheses, acquisition of knowl-
edge about musculoskeletal structures, and study of the adaptive behaviour of
tissues (Prendergast, 1997). Because of the complex and curved shapes of the
musculoskeletal structures to be analysed, the generation of a mesh requires
special techniques. Geometries are increasingly generated using computer to-
mography (CT) scanning either by adjusting nodes on the contours or by directly
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converting the voxels into finite elements (Merz et al., 1996). In Paper III, cor-
tical bone contours were extracted based on a critical CT density (Aamodt et
al., 1999).

The analysis by Brekelmans et al. (1972) was also the first on a whole bone,
the femur and established the determinant role of abductor muscles for stresses
in the diaphysis. Hip replacement was first analysed in a larger (5000 nodes)
three dimensional (3D) model by Rohlmann et al. (1983), including implant,
cement and bone. Strain gauge measurements on the contralateral bone were
performed for validation. They found “a reasonable agreement”. Many FE
analyses report studies of known designs (Yettram, 1989; Keaveny and Bartel,
1993) but it was Huiskes and Vroemen (1986) who developed systematic predic-
tion of maximum normal and shear stresses at implant interfaces as preclinical
evaluation.

Studying cylindrical components, Harrigan et al. (1991) showed that in-
terface gaps of less than 20 μm between bone and implant can substantially
change the contact stress distribution. A 2D analysis of uncemented arthro-
plasty showed that even a low friction between bone and implant could reduce
interfacial micromotions (Kuiper and Huiskes, 1996). Limiting the porous coat-
ing for bone ingrowth in uncemented implant to the proximal region is also
predicted to provide a more physiological stress transfer (Tensi et al., 1989).
Interfacial micromotions often lead to growth of a fibrous layer between the im-
plant and the bone. Modelled as linear elastic it reproduced in simulation the
drastic effect on the load transfer pattern (Brown et al., 1988). Another mod-
elling of the fibrous layer as a highly compliant material with little resistance
against tension and shear (Weinans et al., 1990) illustrated the drastic change
in load transfer mainly due to tensile loosening and slip at the interface.

Further modelling of hip arthroplasty implies time-dependent adaptive be-
haviour and is reported in the section on bone remodelling.

4.2 Dual energy x-ray absorptiometry (DEXA)

4.2.1 Basic principles

Absorptiometry is a quantitative method to determine the amount of bone min-
eral. It measures, strictly speaking, the amount of calcium hydroxyapatite per
unit volume of the tissue examined. Single x-ray absorptiometry necessitates a
constant thickness of soft tissue over the area of interest in order to subtract
its absorption. The body part is therefore placed in a soft tissue equivalent
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material (usually water). This requirement makes the technique little suitable
for body parts as the spine or the hip.

Dual energy x-ray absorptiometry uses a filter to produce two narrow energy
peaks. The different attenuation coefficients for the different energies eliminate
the need for constant soft tissue thickness. The attenuation for x-rays pene-
trating tissue is: N = N0e

−μx, where N is the number of transmitted photons,
N0 is the number of incident photons, μ is the attenuation coefficient and x
the thickness of tissue. Using 1 and 2 subscripts for the two energy levels and
superscripts S and H for soft and hard tissue, we obtain for each pixel:

N1 = N0 exp
(−μS

1 xS − μH
1 xH

)
(1)

N2 = N0 exp
(−μS

2 xS − μH
2 xH

)
(2)

with known attenuation coefficients for both energies in soft tissue and for hy-
droxyapatite, the equivalent thickness of bone mineral can be calculated at each
pixel, independently of the soft tissue thickness. This technique is the most
precise to measure bone mineral density.

4.2.2 Gruen zones

The method described above allows quantification of the amount of bone min-
eral within a pixel of the projection image and with a known resolution. This
gives a bone mineral density per unit area (BMD), usually given in g/cm2.
Edge detection programs allow differentiating bone tissue from soft tissue and/
or metallic implant when DEXAs of the operated patient are taken. The pro-
jected bone area thus calculated is a useful quantity to monitor changes in
bone geometry. These can be due to external modelling following insertion of
a femoral implant or to the natural aging process showing a thinning of the
cortical bone and widening of the medullary canal (Noble et al., 1988). Finally,
combining the bone density data with the projected bone area, the bone mineral
content (BMC) can be calculated providing a global measure of the bone stock
independently of porosity or volume consideration. The three quantities BMC,
projected bone area and BMD and their interrelations are the kernel of Paper I
to analyse structural changes in bone after insertion of a femoral implant.

Antero-posterior (frontal) x-rays of the proximal femur with inserted im-
plant are often divided into seven zones called Gruen zones. Their definition is
based on anatomic features (trochanter minor, tip of the implant) and is there-
fore reproducible between x-rays. They start proximally laterally with zone 1,
move distally along the lateral side to reach zone 4 under the implant, and go
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Figure 4: The seven Gruen zones, denoted from R1 to R7, are represented on a right upper
femur with inserted implant.

proximally along the medial side to end at zone 7 at the calcar zone. DEXA
results are usually summed up within the Gruen zones excluding the implant
and reported as seven BMC, projected bone areas and BMD, together with an
average for the union of the seven zones. The precision of the method is esti-
mated to 3 % (Cohen and Rushton, 1995) and patient position causes variations
of 5 % within 15◦ internal and external rotation (Mortimer et al., 1996).

4.3 Computer tomography

This technique of imagery was introduced in 1972 by G.N. Hounsfield. The
essential idea behind computer tomography (CT) is that the internal structure
of an object can be reconstructed from multiple projections of the object (Curry
et al., 1990). A pencil of x-ray hits the object and the transmitted radiation is
registered by a detector from multiple angles in a plane, a tomographic slice.
The gathered data are treated by a computer to reconstruct the cross-sectional
structure of the object.

The theoretical problem to be solved can be outlined as follows. The tissue
is divided into a matrix of voxels of attenuation coefficient μij and of width
x. Using two perpendicular pencils of x-rays along the directions of the matrix
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of voxels and writing the equation for the transmitted fraction of the incident
photons, we obtain a large linear system of equations of the following type:

Ni• = N0 exp

⎛
⎝−x

∑
j

μij

⎞
⎠ (3)

N•j = N0 exp

(
−x
∑

i

μij

)
(4)

where the first type of equations accounts for the rows and the second type for
the columns. In reality artefacts in so-called star-pattern appear due to the
few projections. Therefore, many more projection angles are added to improve
image quality but the principle remains identical.

Based on this method, the resulting cross section is a table of attenua-
tion coefficients but in practice they are converted to CT numbers, also called
Hounsfield units, to present the image on a large gray scale:

CTnumberp = K
μp − μw

μw

where mup is the attenuation of the current pixel, μw the attenuation of wa-
ter and K a magnification constant. Thus water will have a CT number of
zero and air (assumed not to interact with x-rays) a CT number of −K. It is
based on these values that bone densities of bone are derived in Paper II for
inhomogeneous attribution of mechanical properties.

CTs are usually taken in series spaced in the longitudinal direction (perpen-
dicular to the cross section) with the slice distance. The depth of the voxels is
the slice thickness. If the slice distance is equal to the slice thickness, the CTs
are taken edge to edge and the whole volume is described. If the distance is
larger than the thickness, some volume between the slices will not be described;
if the distance is less than the thickness, the slices overlap and the information
will be redundant. The slice thickness introduces a certain blurring studied by
Hangartner and Shah (2003). Objects with inhomogeneities or boundaries that
do not extend at right angles to the measurement plane are inaccurately repre-
sented. The calculated attenuation coefficient for a voxel is a weighted average
of all materials in the voxel. Thus, an oblique bone boundary appears both
wider but also, as its CT number is averaged with soft tissue, it appears less
dense. The CTs used in Paper II were taken every 5 mm edge to edge and the
blurring effect due to the voxel depth was a problem in the proximal tapered
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Figure 5: The effect of object boundaries that do not extend at right angles to the measurement
plane. The slice B will have a correct representation of the skull while the slice A will show
a wider and less sharp cranial bone as the bone density is averaged with air or soft tissue.
Reproduced from (Curry, Thomas S, III. Dowdey, James E. Murry, Robert C, JR., 1990).

area of the femur. This motivated the use of cortical density estimated distally
where the femur is straight.
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Summary of papers

Paper I: A quantitative and qualitative analysis of bone remodelling
around custom uncemented femoral stems: a five-year DEXA follow-
up.
Five years of postoperative bone remodelling recorded by DEXA are analysed
to establish the relationship between preoperative bone stock and relative
change of bone amount after five years. A geometric interpretation of DEXA
measurements brings light on the changes of bone structure at a macroscopic
level during the same five-year remodelling period.
Published in Clinical Biomechanics 2005, 20(3):277-282.
Part of this work was presented at the World Congress on Medical Physics and
Biomedical Engineering, Sydney, August 2003.

Paper II: Comparison of patient-specific bone remodelling simulation
and five-year in vivo DEXA measurements.
An established strain-adaptive bone remodelling model is quantitatively tested
by running the simulations on patient-specific models and comparing locally
their results over time to the DEXA measurements in the corresponding living
patients over five years. The results have a good predictive value through a
regression.
Submitted, Journal of Biomechanics.
Part of this work has been presented at the 14th congress of the European
Orthopaedic Research Society, Amsterdam, November 2004.

Paper III: Viscoelastic modelling of impacted morsellised bone
accurately describes unloading behaviour.
A linear viscoelastic solid model is applied to impacted morsellised bone
relaxing after confined compression. Three clinically relevant quantities are
derived from the immediate material properties and used to discriminate the
influence of varying pre-treatments for the morsellised bone.
To be submitted, Journal of Biomechanics.
Part of this work was presented at the congress of the Nordic Orthopaedic
Society, Reykjavik, June 2004.

Paper IV: Morsellised bone under compression and torsion in femoral
canal-like cavity. Comparison of finite element simulations and ex-
perimental data.
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The response of impacted morsellised bone to axial compression and torsion
is tested in a cavity mimicking the femoral canal. A linear viscoelastic solid
model is implemented in a finite element model of the experiment to validate
or invalidate the material model.
In preparation for publication.
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Abstract

Background. After total hip replacement bone remodelling is determi-
nant for the implant survival. This study asked whether the immediate
postoperative amount and distribution of bone can predict the changes
in bone amount and distribution after five years in the case of younger
patients with custom uncemented implant.

Methods. We investigated 17 hips with a mean follow-up of 5.1 years.
The average patient age at follow-up was 48.5 years. We used immedi-
ate postoperative and five-year dual energy X-ray absorptiometry mea-
surements of bone mineral content, density, and projected bone area in
seven local zones forming a partition of the upper femur. A correlation
was sought between the preoperative variables and the five-year variation.
Qualitative bone remodelling was analysed considering each local zone in
a density-area plane. Based on geometrical considerations, we introduced
an index of structural remodelling, which expresses the preponderance of
internal remodelling against external modelling.

Findings. The bone mineral content at operation correlated signifi-
cantly with its relative decrease locally laterally mid-proximally and me-
dially (P < 0.01), distally, and globally for the femur (P < 0.05). For
the bone mineral density, the correlation was significant distally, medially
and globally (P < 0.05). The projected bone area shows only significant
correlation laterally mid-proximally (P < 0.01). The index of structural
remodelling was significantly positive (P < 0.01) in all local zones and
was independent of the initial bone amount and structure (P > 0.1).



Paper I: Analysis of bone remodelling based on DEXA

Interpretation. High bone mineral content at operation correlates sig-
nificantly with periprosthetic bone loss after five years in younger patients
with cementless custom femoral implant. Independently of the net bone
mineral content balance, external modelling is stronger than internal re-
modelling in all local zones.

Published in Clinical Biomechanics 2005, 20(3):277-282.
c©2004 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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1 Introduction

The qualitative aspect of periprosthetic bone remodelling has been extensively
reported in the literature. Follow-up studies for most implant types describe
qualitatively the frequency and distribution in gain or loss of bone mass, and
the presence of radiolucencies, or osteolytic lesions (Clohisy and Harris, 1999;
Eingartner et al., 2000; Keisu et al., 2001).

A number of studies use dual energy X-ray absorptiometry (DEXA) to mon-
itor changes in bone mineral content (BMC), bone mineral density (BMD), and
projected bone area after insertion of different implants (Engh et al., 1992; Kil-
gus et al., 1993). Cohen and Rushton (1995) showed, using two different implant
types, that the in vivo mean coefficient of variation of the BMD varied between
2.7 and 3.4 % for repeated measurements in the same conditions. The reliabil-
ity of DEXA for the measurement of changes in bone mass around prostheses
has also been documented by others (Larnach et al., 1992; Kröger et al., 1996).
Primarily, the measurement error follows from the variations in the position of
the patient during scanning. Mortimer (1996) showed that the BMD and the
BMC varied within 5 % between 15◦ internal and 15◦ external rotation.

Sychterz and Engh (1996) reported a positive correlation between initially
low BMC and high postoperative bone loss. However, these results are based
on DEXA measurements of BMC in bones retrieved from elderly patients post
mortem previously equipped with a straight extensively coated endoprosthesis.
A recent in vivo study (Rahmy et al., 2004) reported the same relation based
on measurements of BMD.

Young patients show a different remodelling activity both at the cellular
(Groessner-Schreiber et al., 1992) and at the macroscopic level (Brockstedt et
al., 1991). Their more active lifestyle, often mentioned as a cause of implant
loosening (Dorr et al., 1997), also represents increased loads on the femur and
thus a stimulus for gain in bone mass. Together these findings suggest that
younger patients might have a different remodelling pattern after the insertion
of orthopaedic implants.

Follow-up studies of bone remodelling only report the evolution of BMC or
BMD as a function of time (Massari et al., 1995; Kröger et al., 1996; Georges et
al., 2002). These data reflect only either the total remodelling or the internal re-
modelling and these concepts are often confused. In this paper, we call internal
remodelling, the reorganisation of cancellous bone resulting in changes of bone
density, while we call external modelling processes occurring at the external
surface of bone resulting in geometrical changes. Total remodelling sometimes
simply called remodelling denotes then both processes. In addition to the redis-
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tribution of bone mineral content (total remodelling) also the external modelling
or the change in femoral shape (surface modelling) is of great interest in order
to understand the adjustment of bone to a new mechanical environment.

Therefore, the objective of the present study was twofold. First, we examined
whether a predictive relationship could be established between pre-operative
bone quality and bone remodelling in order to help identifying patients at risk
for increased bone loss and, secondly, we mapped changes in bone structure by
comparing external modelling with internal remodelling. For this purpose we
hypothesized that BMC, projected bone area, and BMD could be quantitative
predictors of bone remodelling in the proximal femur in younger patients after
insertion of a custom implant, then we tried to describe changes in the bone
structure based on DEXA output.

2 Methods

2.1 Patients.

Nine men and seven women (17 hips) were operated between June 1997 and
June 1998 with a custom uncemented femoral implant (Unique, Scandinavian
Customized Prostheses, Trondheim, Norway). The mean patient age at opera-
tion was 43.4 years (ranging from 20 to 59 years) and the mean follow-up time
was 5.1 years (ranging from 4.6 to 5.6 years). Two experienced surgeons per-
formed all hip replacements. All measurements were performed with one DEXA
machine (Hologic QDR4500, Bedford, USA) and by one experienced operator.
The patients’ bone mineral content, projected bone area, and bone mineral den-
sity were measured during the first postoperative week and after five years. The
rotation of the leg during the DEXA examination was maintained constant by
a specially designed cushion.

Two models were used to analyse bone remodelling. A quantitative model
was applied to establish a predictive relationship between pre-operative bone
stock and bone remodelling, and a qualitative model was developed to analyse
the changes in the bone structure.

2.2 Quantitative model.

The parameters used for the correlation analysis were BMC, projected bone
area, and BMD (denoted C, A, and D respectively) at operation and after five
years. They were measured locally for each of the seven Gruen zones in the
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Figure 1: The seven Gruen zones R1 to R7 and their combination denoted global.

frontal plane (Figure 1) and for all zones combined (hereafter called global).
The Gruen zones are defined manually following anatomical features and stored
in a template to be used for the following examinations. The method is de-
scribed only for BMC, as projected bone area and BMD follow exactly the
same procedure.

If one bone has more material than another pre-operatively, then the same
absolute amount of gain or loss will be more significant for the bone with the
lower value of BMC. We need to scale bone gain or loss with respect to the
initial BMC. This is easily done using the relative change of BMC C

C0
where

C0 is the value of C at operation. A correlation was calculated between: C
C0

and a dimensionless BMC at operation: C
〈C0〉 , where 〈C0〉 is the average C0

in the study population. A linear regression was then calculated between the
two variables. The continued use of dimensionless quantities ensures better
numerical precision and allows a direct interpretation of the coefficients of the
linear regressions performed.
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2.3 Qualitative model.

The separate evolutions of BMC, projected bone area, and BMD as a function of
time do not allow easy comparison of relative changes. This is much easier done
by plotting BMD and projected bone area along a horizontal and a vertical axis
respectively (Figure 2). Each joint measurement of BMD and projected bone
area can be represented by a single point on the plane. The observations can
then form a path whose shape brings a new light on the interpretation of the
remodelling process. The state of the bone at any time is represented by a point
(D,A). The surface of the rectangle below and to the left in the density-area
plane is the product of the projected bone area by the bone mineral density:
D × A = C , so the surface of the rectangle is equal to the BMC. The shape of
this bone mineral content rectangle characterizes the way bone mass is stored
in the bone. We call it bone storage profile: a big and porous bone has a big
projected bone area and a low density. It is represented by a high and narrow
rectangle. On the other hand, a small and dense bone (small projected bone
area and high density) is represented by a low and wide rectangle. The relative
height and width of the rectangle shows the extent to which the bone is stored
as volume or stored as density. Changes in the shape of the rectangle will reflect
the relative amount of internal remodelling and surface modelling (density and
projected bone area respectively). Changes in surface are equal to the change
in bone mass.

To analyse the changes of quality, and not quantity, of the bone storage
profile, we need to compare rectangle shapes and not areas. For this purpose we
introduce the angle ϕ formed by the diagonal of the rectangle and the density
axis. For example at operation time t0: tanϕ0 = A0

D0
, and at time t: tanϕ = A

D .
Thus to compare the bone storage profile at time t to the one at t0, we simply
form Δϕ = ϕ − ϕ0. The average angle change Δϕ is computed in each Gruen
zone and at the global level. Δϕ is a direct and obvious geometrical comparison
tool but its physical meaning remains difficult to interpret. Therefore we propose
the following evaluation procedure.

We want to decompose the remodelling processes that bring the initial point
(D0, A0) to the point (D,A). Firstly we scale the initial rectangle equally along
both axes, thus maintaining the A

D ratio, the shape of the rectangle and the
bone storage profile. The scaling factor g is defined by equating the initial and
final BMC’s, hence D × A = (gD0) × (gA0) and g =

√
DA

D0A0
, thus g =

√
C
C0

.
Secondly, we consider the shape transformation at constant BMC, during which
the characteristic point of the bone structure moves along the hyperbola D×A =
C. We decompose this transformation into a transformation at constant bone
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gD0 D0D

A0
gA0

A

0

area

BMD

(2)

(1)

(D,A)

(D0,A0)

Figure 2: The density-area plane. A0 and D0 are the projected bone area and BMD at
operation and A and D at time of follow-up. The bone storage profile is characterized by the
shape of the rectangle and hence by the angle ϕ. Structural changes at constant content move
along hyperboles of equation D × A = C. Content changes at constant structures appear as
scaling of the bone mineral content rectangle along its diagonal.

volume (implying constant A) followed by a transformation at constant bone
density. Figure 2 illustrates a case of decreasing density and increasing volume.
In the opposite case, the expressions below still apply though the quantities are
negative.

1. The characteristic point of the bone structure moves from (gD0, gA0) to
(D, gA0). The BMC lost is (gD0 − D) × gA0 (Figure 2, grey area 1)

2. The characteristic point of the bone structure moves from (D, gA0) to
(D,A). The BMC gained is D × (A − gA0) (Figure 2, grey area 2).

As the combination of these two transformations preserves the BMC, we have
that (gD0 − D) × gA0 = D × (A − gA0). Each of the grey areas represent the
bone mass lost in density storage and gained in volume storage. The fraction
of the BMC thus changing storage form is defined as the index of structural
remodelling and reads:

α =
(gD0 − D) × gA0

C
=

g2D0A0 − gDA0

g2D0A0
= 1 −

√
A0D

AD0
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This last expression also indicates the link to ϕ and ϕ0:

tanϕ0

tanϕ
= (α − 1)2

The index of structural remodelling measures the relative amount of internal
remodelling and external modelling. Thus, α and Δϕ are equal to zero if internal
remodelling and external modelling are equal, that is D and A vary in the same
proportions. Similarly, α and Δϕ are positive when the bone volume increases
and the bone density decreases and α and Δϕ are negative when the bone
volume decreases and the bone density increases.

2.4 Statistical analysis.

For the correlation analysis, pre-examination of the DEXA measurements
showed that the samples were non-Gaussian, therefore, to study the correlation
between the BMC change and the BMC at operation, we used the Spearman
correlation coefficient rS . The significance of the correlations was assessed using
the distribution of sums of squares of rank differences for small samples.

For the qualitative analysis, the significance of the sign of the angle change
Δϕ is tested by a non-parametric sign test. To enhance the test power the BMD
(respectively projected bone area) is made dimensionless by dividing it by the
average BMD (respectively projected bone area) over the study patients and
the initial value and at time of follow-up. The average α was calculated in each
Gruen zone and the significance of its sign was tested using a non-parametric
sign test.

3 Results

3.1 Quantitative analysis.

All correlation coefficients were negative indicating that the relative bone loss
after five years is more important for patients with higher immediate postopera-
tive bone mass. High BMC postoperatively was significantly correlated to high
relative BMC loss after five years (P < 0.05) in the Gruen zone R2, R4 to R7
and globally. The slopes of the linear regressions are reported in Table 1. The
projected bone area postoperatively showed a poor correlation with its relative
variation, which was significant in Gruen zone R2 only. Bone mineral density
postoperatively was moderately correlated with its relative variation, which was
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Table 1: Slopes of the linear regressions expressing the change in BMC, projected bone area
or BMD as a function of their respective immediate postoperative value. The mean values of
the index of structural remodelling α are all significantly positive (P < 0.01) meaning that
the structural remodelling occurs systematically as an expansion.

Slope R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 All zones
BMC -0.23 -0.64∗∗ -0.35 -0.54∗ -1.04∗∗ -0.69∗∗ -0.31∗∗ -0.62∗
Projected
bone area -0.38 -0.79∗∗ -0.54 -0.26 -1.11 -0.42 -0.39 -0.57
BMD -0.09 -0.28 -0.17 -0.72∗ -0.63∗∗ -0.54∗ -0.37∗ -0.47∗

α (%) 9.1∗∗ 11.0∗∗ 5.1∗∗ 4.4∗∗ 10.0∗∗ 12.1∗∗ 7.3∗∗ 7.1∗∗

∗P < 0.05 ∗∗P < 0.01

significant in Gruen zones R4 to R7 and globally. The slopes of the linear regres-
sions reported in Table 1 vary greatly from -1.04 (BMC in R5) to -0.31 (BMC
in R7). These two cases are illustrated in Figure 3.

3.2 Qualitative analysis.

The average index of structural remodelling α in each Gruen zone is reported in
Table 1. Its value for the femur globally is 7 %, the lowest value was registered
distally in R4 (4.4 %), while the highest values were obtained mid-proximally
both medially and laterally with 11 % in R2 and 12 % in R6. All α-values
were tested to be significantly strictly positive (P < 0.01), meaning that the
structural remodelling, as a combination of internal remodelling and external
modelling, occurs systematically as an expansion of the bone. Furthermore, the
index of structural remodelling is independent of BMC, projected bone area
and BMD at operation (rS < 0.05, Spearman correlation) indicating that the
observed tendency to expansion occurs in patients with all types of bone stock,
in amount and structure, at operation time.

4 Discussion

This study shows that bone mineral content can be a quantitative predictor
of bone remodelling for younger patient with custom, uncemented femoral im-
plants. It shows furthermore that the higher the BMC at operation, the higher
the relative bone loss. Femurs 20 % below the average BMC will experience
an 8 % bone gain while femurs 20 % above the average BMC will experience
a 10 % bone loss. The lack of correlation for the projected bone area and the
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Figure 3: Relative change in bone mineral content (BMC) as a function of the dimensionless
BMC at operation plotted for Gruen zones R5 and R7. The negative slopes indicate that
bones with high BMC at operation have a higher relative bone loss.

weaker correlation obtained with the BMD may be attributed to the different
ways of distributing the BMC between volume increase and density increase as
investigated in the qualitative analysis. The latter shows that typical DEXA
output variables like BMC, projected bone area and BMD can describe signif-
icantly the qualitative changes in the bone structure, which, to our knowledge
has not been previously reported. Five years after implantation of a custom
implant in younger patients, a significant expansion of the periprosthetic bone
is observed locally and globally. The index of structural remodelling α is a rel-
ative quantity comparing the amount of internal bone remodelling and external
modelling. Even if α is significantly positive, meaning a relative expansion of
the bone, volume loss can occur but will probably be associated with an even
higher density loss.

A previous study (Sychterz and Engh, 1996) concludes to a positive cor-
relation between preoperative bone mineral content and its relative change.
However, the population as well as the method that was used differs from the
one used in the present paper. Our population sample is slightly larger (17
against 11) and the implants inserted in our study were customized prosthe-
ses as opposed to standard, straight-stem prostheses. Nevertheless, one of the
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biggest discrepancies can probably be attributed to the average patient age
of 48.5 years at follow-up in this analysis against 73.9 years in the study by
Sychterz and Engh. This is in accordance with the difference in remodelling ac-
tivity between younger and older patients, as reported by Groessner-Schreiber
(1992) and Brockstedt (1991). In addition to this, the data of Sychterz and
Engh (1996) were retrieved post mortem and the reference was the contralat-
eral bone. This last difference may play a considerable role in so far as the
contralateral bone has aged with the patient and therefore does not necessar-
ily reflect the bone content preoperatively (Hall et al., 1991). In addition to
this it may have remodelled before the hip replacement due to gait disability
compensation. Another study (Rahmy et al., 2004) investigated the correlation
of immediate postoperative bone mineral density with its relative change after
three years. BMD, as opposed to BMC, does not account for external modelling
though the latter can play an important role as described in this article. For
example, a massive loss in bone volume can be overlooked or underestimated
if the density of the remaining bone is in a normal range. Furthermore, the
measure of bone remodelling used by Rahmy accounts for the whole course of
the follow-up (area under the curve). This quantity, integrated over time, is dif-
ficult to compare to long-term quantities if the remodelling profiles in time are
very different. For example, the pronounced bone loss three to six months after
operation will have a considerable influence in the area under the curve, which is
purposely disregarded for long-term considerations in the present study. Finally
the average patient age of 63 was considerably older than the present study’s
patients. However a study on the proximal tibia after total knee arthroplasty
(Li and Nilsson, 2000) shows that the postoperative BMD had a significant
negative correlation with the relative changes of BMD between operation and
24 months, which supports this study’s results. They observed further a cor-
relation between postoperative BMD and the magnitude of deformity of the
knee before operation thus suggesting a normalization of the BMD following
the deformity correction.

The DEXA scanning we used in the present study did not allow for mea-
surements in the sagittal plane. Data available only in frontal projection may
conceal valuable information especially regarding the volume vs. density distri-
bution of a given bone mineral content.

This work describes a method to quantify and predict the structural bone
remodelling in the proximal femur after insertion of uncemented, custom femoral
stems and also to identify patients at risk for increased bone loss following total
hip replacement. Furthermore, structural changes in bone are of interest in
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computer simulation of bone remodelling to highlight how a given mechanical
signal stimulates internal remodelling or external modelling.
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Abstract

Younger patients with uncemented custom femoral implants often ex-
perience bone growth, which has previously been difficult to simulate cor-
rectly. This study evaluates the agreement between clinical observations
and patient-specific finite element simulations. The relevance of a new
memory effect is also assessed.

We modelled the thighbones and implants of 14 patients of median age
45 years at operation. The stair-climbing load case was scaled according
to the patient weight. Cortical and cancellous bone was modelled as
inhomogeneous anisotropic linear elastic. The mechanical stimulus for
bone remodelling was the difference between the current strain energy
density and the preoperative one, either modified by a memory effect for a
series of simulations or unchanged for control. During the remodelling, the
model is projected frontally to simulate a DEXA: bone mineral content,
bone mineral density and projected bone area are calculated for each
Gruen zone.

The simulated values at seven points in time and in the seven Gruen
zones were compared to the corresponding clinical measurements. A non-
linear model, based on the simulated relative changes of mineral content,
mineral density or projected area, predicted the corresponding DEXA
output very satisfyingly (all R2 > 0.86, N = 606). The memory effect,
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hypothesising that bone “forgets” its initial mechanical state, stabilized
the remodelling, gave results correlating better with the clinical results,
and avoided extreme, non-physiological growth.

Bone remodelling simulation in younger patients with uncemented cus-
tom femoral implants provides results in good agreement with the clinical
measurements though improvement is still necessary regarding the mate-
rial law.

To be submitted to Journal of Biomechanics.
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1 Introduction

Simulation of bone remodelling has been a tool of increasing interest for the last
two decades. It allows to test remodelling mechanisms and provides information
that may not be measurable experimentally (Krumme et al., 1984). The first
endeavours in the 1980’s present models of theoretical interest (Hart et al., 1984)
in non-pathological cases. More recent works study remodelling as the natural
bone turnover in aging (Kubik et al., 2002) or normal healthy subjects (Langton
et al., 1998; Taylor and Lee, 2003).

However, a larger part of the literature is dedicated to periprosthetic bone
remodelling. It became clear that bone resorption was related to the rigidity and
bonding properties of the implant (Huiskes et al., 1987; Weinans et al., 1992).
Van Rietbergen et al. (1993) showed that bone remodelling simulation predicted
similar amounts of proximal bone loss and distal bone densification as found in
animal experiments. In another study, it was found that relative loss of bone
mineral content simulated with patient-specific models corresponded very well
with DEXA measurements of the corresponding retrieval bones (Kerner et al.,
1999). This adaptive model based on strain energy density (SED) compares to
damage-adaptive models (McNamara et al., 1997), which also reproduce some
well-known clinical features (Doblaré and Garćıa, 2001). An adaptive model,
based on tensile principal stress, is found to give the closest predictions to turkey
ulna experimental results under the imposed conditions (Taylor et al., 2003).

However the comparison of simulated and clinical data is only qualitative
(Kerner et al., 1999; Taylor et al., 2003). A comprehensive work has been done
by Van Rietbergen (1993) who compared quantitatively the simulations for a
specific dog to the clinical results of a group of dogs but no global estimation of
the agreement was given.

The simulations by Kerner et al. (1999) overestimated bone loss and further
analysis suggested that the adaptive process was limited to a finite postoperative
period. They hypothesised that bone does not “remember” its preoperative
state of strain after a certain time and terminates the adaptive process even
though the original state is not re-established.

Extensive studies comparing quantitatively the simulation of periprosthetic
bone remodelling with clinical results, based on patient-specific human models
are still lacking to assess the quality of adaptive models and to compare them.
In this article, we asked whether a patient-specific SED-adaptive model can
predict quantitatively internal remodelling and external modelling. Addition-
ally, we implemented a fading memory effect hypothesising that bone does not
“remember” its original preoperative state after a certain time.
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2 Methods

2.1 Patients.

Thirteen patients (14 hips), six women and seven men, with a median age of
45 years at operation (ranging from 20 to 59 years) and with a median weight of
76 kg (ranging from 53 to 112) underwent primary hip replacement between June
1997 and May 1998. All patients were operated by two experienced orthopaedic
surgeons and received a custom uncemented femoral implant (Unique, Scandi-
navian Customized Prostheses, Norway). Their bone mineral content (BMC),
bone mineral density (BMD) and projected bone area were monitored by dual
energy x-ray absorptiometry (DEXA) for a median follow-up time of 60 months
(ranging from 24 to 60 months) covered by seven controls at 0, 3, 6, 12, 24, 36
and 60 months after operation. The Merler d’Aubigné scores for gait function,
mobility and pain were recorded preoperatively and at each DEXA control.

2.2 Geometrical model and mesh.

A three-dimensional model of the femur of each patient was reconstructed (Solid-
works 2003, Solidworks Corporation) using contours extracted from preoperative
CT-scans of 5 mm thickness and 5 mm spacing (edge to edge). Difficult fea-
tures of the proximal femur (fossa piriformes) were handled manually following
common rules for all patients. Cortical bone was modelled as an intact (preop-
erative) version and a resected (postoperative) one. It then was assembled with
cancellous bone alone or cancellous bone and the patient’s implant to form a full
intact or implanted model. Each of these was meshed using Cosmos/Works 2003
(Structural Research and Analysis Corp.) with 4 mm four-noded tetrahedrons,
on average 25000 elements per model.

2.3 Material properties, forces and boundary conditions.

Cortical bone was modelled as linear elastic and transverse isotropic. The me-
chanical properties were calculated from local apparent densities (ρ in g/cm3)
based on an anisotropic adaptation of the cubic law by Carter and Hayes (1977):

E = 3790ρ3 (1)

where E is a modulus of elasticity in MPa. A ratio of transverse to longitudinal
modulus of elasticity of 0.64 was retained according to established studies on
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Table 1: Mechanical properties of bone as a function of the apparent density.

El or E Et νlt or ν νtt

Cortical bone 3790ρ3 2407ρ3 0.23 0.4
Cancellous bone 3790ρ3 0.1

bone mechanical properties (Couteau et al., 1998; Taylor et al., 2002). A max-
imum bone apparent density of 1.73 g/cm3 (Weinans et al., 1993) corresponds,
according to (1), to 22 GPa, which is also a common maximum value of the
longitudinal modulus of elasticity. The isotropic modulus from (1) was chosen
as a longitudinal modulus and scaled down to obtain the transverse modulus.
Cancellous bone was modelled as linear elastic and isotropic directly using (1).
Other mechanical properties are summarized in Table 1. Blurring of CTs due
to finite slice width leads to underestimation of the densities in the tapered
proximal region. Therefore, the immediate postoperative properties of cortical
bone in the whole femur were modelled as homogeneous, adjusted for each fe-
mur on the average cortical density estimated from the three distal-most CTs
where the CT blurring is negligible. During the remodelling, the material prop-
erties were applied elementwise base on a conversion of densities according to
equation (1). The stair climbing loading case was applied to the model using a
compressive force of 1800 N on the femoral head, a tensile force of 1200 N on
the greater trochanter and an axial torque of 10 Nm as a baseline for a body
weight of 70 kg. For each patient the forces were scaled proportionally according
to his weight. To simulate the changing boundary conditions between implant
and bone over time, a special bonding algorithm was designed. Starting with a
totally de-bonded implant, the static analysis at each increment determined if
sliding would occur at each point. If no local sliding greater than 20 μm (Pil-
liar et al., 1986; Jasty et al., 1997) was observed for more than ten consecutive
increments, the implant was bonded to the bone at this node, thus imitating
osseointegration. This model is similar to the scheme used by Fernandes et al.
(2002) but their displacement condition had to be held only for one increment.

2.4 Remodelling and memory.

Strain adaptive remodelling as described by Weinans et al. (1993), is based on
strain energy density (SED) and was the core of the model in this study. All
FE simulations were performed by COSMOS (Structural Research and Analy-
sis Corporation) and external computations were programmed in Matlab (The
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MathWorkds, Inc.) The time step was constant at 0.1 month. A threshold
under which no remodelling occurs, called dead zone, of 75 % was used (Kerner
et al., 1999) combined with an absolute threshold on the change of SED of
500 N/g/m.

The fading memory effect (Kerner et al., 1999) hypothesizes that the bone
does not “remember” its preoperative mechanical state after a certain time. This
was modelled by an averaging of the reference signal where the SEDs computed
for the postoperative increments gradually replace the preoperative reference
value in an effect of dilution. We introduce the law of fading memory:

Si+1
ref =

Si
ref (T − dt) + Sidt

T
= Si

ref +
dt

T
(Si − Si

ref )

where Si is the SED computed for the current increment i, Sref is the reference
SED, T is a characteristic remodelling time, and dt is the remodelling increment.
The characteristic remodelling time is fixed to five years, meaning that the
contribution of the preoperative SED in the reference SED is only 37% after
five years. The remodelling course of all 14 hips was simulated with and without
memory effect for comparison.

2.5 DEXA simulation.

At chosen points in time during the remodelling simulation, DEXA measure-
ments were simulated. The coordinate system of the FE model was transformed
to align the model on the patient’s position during the DEXA examination. The
density distribution and geometry of the FE model were read into a three di-
mensional table and projected to reproduce the DEXA control. The projection
thus obtained was divided into the seven Gruen zones (Figure 1) where the
bone mineral content and bone projected area were counted; there ratio gave
the bone mineral density. As the Gruen zones are based on anatomical fea-
tures, they could be defined in the simulated DEXA identically to the clinical
measurements.

2.6 Statistical analysis.

The six variables BMC and projected bone area, either clinically measured, sim-
ulated with fading memory or without, are denoted as described in Table 2. The
same variables at operation time t = 0 take an additional zero-superscript and
the relative changes from time t = 0 to time t take an additional r-superscript.
Each pair of clinically measured and simulated BMC corresponds to a triplet
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Figure 1: A right femur in frontal projection and its partition into seven Gruen zones from
R1 to R7.

of the three parameters: time of DEXA control, patient, and Gruen zone. One
such triplet was considered as one categorical variable. The distributions of the
six variables were tested for normality (Kolmogorov-Smirnov). Simulated and
clinical BMC on the one hand and projected bone area on the other hand were
compared for all the occurrences of the categorical variable using Spearman cor-
relation, linear and non-linear regression (SPSS, SPSS Inc). The Gruen zone
R1 of one patient was modelled larger than the real one. The error affected six
observation times, hence, from the total 637 occurrences (14 patients × seven
Gruen zones × six to seven observation times), six had to be removed from the
simulated results due to this design error. Ten more observations had to be re-
moved from the clinical measurements due to erroneous definition of the Gruen
zones during the clinical control, leaving N = 606 observations with three valid
values for simulation, measurement and immediate postoperative measurement.
The relative changes in BMC from the postoperative base line were compared
for the clinical measurements and the BMC simulated with fading memory with
a Wilcoxon signed rank test.
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Table 2: Variables for statistical analysis.

Simulated with
Clinical Simulated fading memory

BMC BMCc BMCs BMCsm

Projected bone area PBAc PBAs PBAsm

Table 3: Correlation between clinical and simulated BMC and bone projected area.

Spearman’s rho Simulated with
between: Simulated fading memory

Clinical BMC 0.881 0.860
Clinical Projected bone area 0.875 0.856

3 Results

None of the six variables in Table 2 was normally distributed (Kolmogorov-
Smirnov, P < 0.001). The Spearman correlation coefficients are reported in
Table 3, showing significant correlations (P < 0.01) between the clinical and
simulated values.

Simulations with memory effect fit slightly better the clinical results than
those without memory effect (confirmed with Kendall correlation). Visual ex-
amination of 3D representations of the external modelling of the femur shows
for some patients abnormal pattern for the simulations without memory effect.
Two ridges on the latero-frontal and dorsal sides (Figure 2) appear clearly as
indicated by the excess of BMC and projected bone area in Gruen zone R5
and R6. Furthermore, an excessive bone loss in R7 is observed. However, we
reckon that the largest part of this erroneous effect remains in the shadow of
the implant under the simulated DEXA. Based on these observations and on
the better correlations achieved by the simulation with memory effect, we limit
further analyses to these.

The profile of the BMC summed up over the seven Gruen zones as a function
of time is reported in Figure 3. The simulated values of BMC are overestimated
throughout the simulation, which is corrected for in the statistical approach.
As not all patients had the 54 and 72 months controls, the values calculated
at these times are not based on all patients, which explains the discontinuities.
The simulations without memory effect show more bone growth after 12 to
24 months. Though this seems to correspond to the relative changes observed
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Figure 2: Meshes of a femur with implant immediately after operation and after 60 months
of remodelling without memory effect. The ridges on the antero- and postero-lateral sides
appear clearly as a consequence of the loading of the former neutral axis.

clinically, this compound BMC conceals an erroneous distribution of the bone
growth as described above. A distribution of the BMC by Gruen zone aver-
aged over patients and observation times shows the same overestimation by the
simulations.

The relative changes in BMC from the postoperative base line were larger
for the clinical measurements than for the BMC simulated with fading mem-
ory (P < 0.05, Wilcoxon signed rank test). This means that the simulation
underestimates the relative bone growth (overestimates the relative bone loss).
This difference is even more significant for the simulated values without memory
effect (P < 0.001).

A linear regression between BMCc and BMCsm gave the following results:
BMCc = 0.554 BMCsm − 0.143, R2 = 0.706, P < 0.001 Although this indicates
that BMCsm is a good predictor of BMCc, the slope of 0.554 indicates that the
simulations overestimate systematically the bone mineral content. This can be
due to either a wrong estimation of the material properties based on the CTs of
the patient and/ or to an erroneous remodelling model. To eliminate the latter,
we proposed the following non-linear regression based on relative variation of
simulated BMC from postoperative baseline: BMCc = BMC0

c × (aBMCr
sm + b).
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Figure 3: The total BMC in grams summed up over the seven Gruen zones as a function of
time. The fluctuations, especially at 54 and 72 months, only reflect the fact that this value is
based only on part of the patients as not all of them had the corresponding DEXA control.

This model, though more complex, is still relevant in a predictive perspective
as it only uses simulated quantities and immediate postoperative clinical data.
The regressions for bone mineral content, projected bone area (PBA) and bone
mineral density gave:

BMCc = BMC0
c × (0.613 BMCr

sm + 0.348), R2 = 0.873,
PBAc = PBA0

c × (0.698 PBAr
sm + 0.371), R2 = 0.932,

BMDc = BMD0
c × (0.582 BMDr

sm + 0.328), R2 = 0.868.

All three regressions were based on N = 606 observations and achieved a sig-
nificance of P < 0.001. This model reveals BMC0

c and BMCr
sm as very strong

predictors of BMCc and similarly for the projected bone area and BMD. The
corrected values of the BMC simulated with fading memory are reported in
Figure 3 as a function of time. The simulations fail to predict the immediate
post-operative bone loss, which is usually believed to be traumatic and not me-
chanically induced. In Figure 4, the greatest mismatches between clinical BMC
and corrected simulated BMC are a minor underestimation in Gruen zone R1
and an small overestimation in R7.
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Figure 4: The BMC in grams by Gruen zone is average over patients and observation times.

4 Discussion

This study showed that patient-specific SED-adaptive FE bone remodelling
models are very strong predictors of clinically observed bone remodelling. How-
ever the direct comparison of simulated BMC, projected bone area and BMD
with their clinical equivalent shows that the FE simulations are interesting as
predictions of relative changes rather than absolute quantities.

One can look at the results of the simulations as a contribution from the
initial distribution of bone mass and a contribution from the remodelling process
itself. As the non-linear regression models are based on relative changes, the
better results they achieve indicate that an important component of the bias lies
in the distribution of the material properties. The same need of calibration of
the initial model is also reported in the work by Kerner et al. (1999). The two
contributions are not totally independent though as the amount of remodelling
has been shown to be dependent on initial bone stock (Sychterz and Engh,
1996). This may in turn explain the slopes and intercepts found instead of
the one-to-one relationship expected between the simulated and clinical relative
change of BMC, projected bone area and BMD.

The patients’ score for gait function, mobility and pain were considerably im-
proved after operation, which suggests an increased activity level and increased
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loads on the femora. However, the remodelling simulation was run with identi-
cal loads pre- and postoperatively. This might explain the underestimation of
the relative BMC increase observed for the simulations.

The source of error for the conversion of CT to material properties is com-
pound. Slice thickness of the CT in proximal regions with tapered geometry
causes underestimation of densities (Hangartner and Shah, 2003). This leads to
an erroneous modelling of the mechanical conditions at operation with a relative
weakening of the Gruen zone R7. The initial value for cortical bone was there-
fore based on distal slices where the blurring disappears because of the thickness
of the cortical wall and the straightness of the shaft. Though this distribution
represents another approximation, it appeared to be closer to the physiological
distribution of bone mass.

The memory effect is suggested by Kerner et al. (1999) to account for
the fact that the bone does not re-establish fully the original state, which is
supposed to be forgotten. This relies implicitly on some physical storage of the
original state strain in the bone tissue. Therefore, based on estimations of bone
turnover (Huiskes et al., 2000) we assumed a form for the law of fading memory
equivalent to an exponentially decreasing contribution of the reference SED.
The characteristic time of this attenuation is chosen to be five years.

Some patients had a wrong anteversion angle of the femoral neck (leading to
inward or outward feet). This was corrected by the operation as the implants
were customised. This led to a distinct change of the loading pattern. The
pre-operative neutral axis experienced strains representing a several hundreds
of percents in relative increase. Therefore heavy bone growth was observed
along the former neutral axis (Taylor et al., 2003). This is strongly stabilized
by the updating of the reference signal using the fading memory. However this
erroneous growth would probably be reduced if a compound load case was used
instead of a single load case as in the present study.
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Abstract

Morsellised bone impaction grafting is commonly used for revision
arthroplasty surgery. Several reports have described the mechanical be-
haviour of this bone material during impaction and loading. In this study
we observed the unloading progress. The loose morsellised bone was mod-
ified by particle size, particle size distribution, water and fat content.
Bone pellets were constructed using different impaction energies. After
impaction, the pellets were loaded statically, after which their swelling was
recorded at three unloading levels. We deduced two time-dependent recoil
properties, the time resistant number (TRN) and the half total swelling
time (HTST), and also one stiffness property, the unloading confined mod-
ulus of elasticity (UCME). In impacted morsellised bone, the progress of
swelling is visco-elastic. Bone pellets with an even distribution of particle
sizes have the most rapid recoil. Those with a high liquid content recoil
more slowly, and to a significantly greater extent, than pellets with low
liquid content. The recoil of pellets with low liquid content is instanta-
neous, i.e. unrecordable, and the displacement is significantly less than in
other pellet samples.

Submitted to Journal of Biomechanics.
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1 Introduction

The impaction of morsellised bone grafts, as recommended by Sloof (1996) and
Ling (Gie et al., 1993), has significantly improved survival in revision hip joint
surgery (Edwards et al., 2003; Halliday et al., 2003; Schreurs et al., 2003). Sev-
eral experimental studies describe how impaction force, particle size and particle
mass moisture can influence the mechanical behaviour of impacted morsellised
bone during impaction and load (Brewster et al., 1999; Dunlop et al., 2003;
Fosse et al., 2004; Voor et al., 2004).

Morsellised bone rebounds after impaction (Ullmark and Nilsson, 1999), but
the clinical effect of this swelling on the initial stability of the revised prosthesis is
unknown (Masterson et al., 1997). This experimental study addresses impacted
morsellised bone during unloading. We have applied a viscoelastic recoil model
and analysed the extent to which it can adequately describe swelling behaviour.
Which factors influence the recoil of impacted bone? Are confined loading stiff-
ness moduli correlated to the rebound behaviour of impacted morsellised bone?

2 Methods

Juxta-articular fresh bovine bone was used. Connective tissue including joint
cartilage was removed and deep frozen (-26◦C) until use. Thus water and
fat content were considered undisturbed. It was thawed and morsellised in
a Howex 100 bone-grinding mill (HOWEX AB, Gävle, Sweden), and then kept
deep frozen (-26◦C) for later impaction into pellets. We varied particle distribu-
tion and particle size, water and fat content, and impaction energy. The pellets
were then tested for stiffness during loading and swelling behaviour during un-
loading.

2.1 Varying particle distribution and particle size

The bone mill produces morsellised bone from three different cutting drums
(Drum I – III). The loose bone chips produced by each drum are sieved (Anal-
ysensieb DIN ISO 3310, Fritsch, Laborgertebau, Idar-Oberstein, Germany) and
described according to their particle distribution and particle size. Native bone
from each drum and five sieved portions of controlled particle sizes were im-
pacted into pellets by the standard procedure (described later), Table 1.
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Table 1: Overview over the conditions in which the different studies were carried out. The
cells are filled explicitly only when the conditions differ from the standard study otherwise
with a hyphen. For the diameter column (ds), the cells are filled only when the bone particles
have been sieved.

Study Drop height No. of Bone mill Water Fat
Study number N [mm] strokes drum ds[mm] content content

Standard 1 7 200 10 I native native

Particle size
distribution &
particle size 7 6 - - II - -

8 5 100 - II - -
11 7 - - III - -
12 3 - - sieved ds < 2 - -
13 5 - - sieved 2 < ds < 3 - -
14 8 - - sieved 3 < ds < 4 - -
15 4 - - sieved 4 < ds < 5 - -
16 5 - - sieved ds > 5 - -

Liquid content 9 5 - - - low high
10 14 - - - low low
17 6 - - - low -
18 6 - - - high -

Energy 2 7 100 - - - -
3 7 400 - - - -
4 7 400 5 - - -
5 7 - 5 - - -
6 7 100 5 - - -
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2.2 Varying the water and fat content

The water and fat content of four portions of the native bone were modified
(Fosse et al., submitted). The portions were impacted into bone pellets by our
standard impaction procedure.

2.3 Construction of bone pellets for testing under con-
fined conditions

Our tests were performed on impacted morsellised bone. To make the first
layer of one bone pellet, three grams of loose bone granulate were fed into the
impaction chamber (10.0 cm2 × 1.5 cm), and then impacted by a slap hammer
(660 grams) as described below. This filling procedure was repeated until the
bone chamber was full. A filled impaction chamber was called a bone pellet
(Fosse et al., 2004).

2.4 Varying impaction energy

Six impaction energy levels were compared: drop heights 100, 200 or 400 mm
and five or ten blows of the slap hammer per layer, Table 1. The standard
impaction procedure consisted of ten impactions with a drop height of 200 mm
on each layer of loose native bone. Native loose bone produced in bone mill
drum I was used for all six samples (Fosse et al., 2004).

2.5 Measurements

After construction, the pellets were described by their apparent mass density
(AMD). They were loaded (load head speed 10 mm/min, seven steps, each held
for 20 minutes) in a load machine (Lloyd instruments, LR 10K with load cell
DCL 2.5 kN) to obtain the load deformation characteristic. During impaction
and loading, different stiffnesses were measured for correlation to unloading
behaviour (Fosse et al., 2004). After the load test, a subsequent three-level
unloading was performed on all pellets. The steps were 2300 N to 200 N, 200 N
to 45 N and 45 N to 10 N. Load head speed was 10 mm/min. Recoil was assessed
as the pellet height increase at each load level (200 N, 45 N and 10 N). The
levels were held for 20 minutes. The axial displacements of the top of the pellets
were registered as a function of time.
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Figure 1: The generalised Kelvin model consisting of one spring and three Kelvin elements
(spring and damper in parallel).

2.6 Processing experimental data

The unloading displacement data were transformed to natural strains ε(t), suit-
able for large deformations:

ε(t) = ln
(

h0 − d(t)
h0

)

where h0 is the initial height of the pellet, and d(t) is the displacement of the
top of the sample at time t. The regression equation to fit the observations was
a generalised Kelvin model that agrees with most linear viscoelastic behaviours,
having three Kelvin elements in a combination of springs and dampers, Figure 1.
The relationship between strain ε and time t, is given by:

ε(t)
σ∗ =

1
η0

+
3∑

i=1

1
ηi

(
1 − exp

(
− t

τi

))
(1)

where ηi is the compliance of the ith spring, τi = η̃i/ηi is the characteristic
relaxation time of the ith Kelvin element, and σ∗ the effective stress for the
current unloading level (see Appendix). The seven parameters were computed
by fitting the experimental data using an iterated least square method. As
the interpolation for all samples was very good (R2 > 0.95), the interpolating
function ε(t) is used in further calculations instead of the observations.

At early stages of the data analysis, some samples appeared to have an
approximately constant state of strain. Though the Kelvin model is able to
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approximate a constant strain, its adjustment to measurement noise could lead
to meaningless and unusable regressions. We therefore handled those samples
separately, based on the spread of the strain around its average. If the coeffi-
cient of variation (CV) exceeded 2 %, the regression with a Kelvin model was
computed, otherwise, the strain was declared constant.

Based on characterization methods from soil engineering, we developed a
parameter describing the behaviour of morsellised bone under swelling (Janbu,
1963). We defined the time resistance R, as the derivative of time (in seconds)
with respect to strain: R = dt/dε. R is the inverse of a strain rate and expresses
the time required to reach a unit strain. It can be interpreted as inertia or as
the tendency not to swell as time passes. Hence a high value of R implies a
low swelling speed and vice versa. Figure 2 shows a typical profile of R as a
function of time. For most samples, R increased almost linearly with time. Thus
the slope of the approximated straight line denoted “linear regression” provides
interesting and concise information. This slope is called time resistance number
(TRN), denoted rS . It describes the rate at which the time resistance R increases
as a function of time. In other words, a high rS means rapidly increasing time
resistance, which is reflected on strain-time curves as a quick flattening. A low
time resistance number on the other hand implies a slowly increasing inertia to
swelling, reflected as a slow flattening of the strain-time curve. However rS does
not indicate anything about the amplitude of the corresponding swelling. The
linear regression is computed based on the first 300 seconds of unloading.

The expression of ε(t) in equation (1) allows us to compute a strain after
letting the sample swell indefinitely:

ε∞
σ∗ =

3∑
i=0

1
ηi

Hence we define the half total swelling time (HTST), denoted t1/2, as the time
taken by the sample to reach half of its possible swelling, given as a change
in strain. It is thus calculated by equating the expression of the strain from
equation (1), with the middle strain between t = 0 and infinity:

ε(t1/2) =
ε(0) + ε∞

2

HTST is related to the time resistance number, and a high TRN implies a
short duration of the swelling process, i.e. the sample quickly reaches half of its
possible swelling. Thus a high TRN is implies a short HTST.
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Figure 2: Time resistance R as a function of time. The approximately linear behaviour was
utilized to define the time resistance number rS .

We defined a global unloading constrained modulus of elasticity (UCME) for
the pellet as the ratio of change in stress to change in strain from the state of
maximum compression to equilibrium based on the forecast ε∞ for the samples
fitting the Kelvin model. For the remaining samples, with constant strain after
unloading, the median value of the observations is used to estimate this constant
state of strain.

2.7 Statistics

We used the coefficient of variation to describe how the recoil measures fitted
the regression model. Statistical significance was evaluated by a two-tailed un-
paired Mann-Whitney U-test. Each study outcome — time resistance number
(TRN), half total swelling time (HTST), and unloading constrained modulus
of elasticity (UCME) — was compared to the native sample impacted by the
standard procedure, and significance was assessed by Mann-Whitney unpaired
non-parametric test. The effect of each study factor was estimated using a gen-
eral linear model (GLM), (Kirk, 1982), on all except for the three dry samples,
totally 15 samples (ntotal = 88), Table 1. Significance was assessed by multi-
factorial ANOVA. The influence of factor categories was established using the
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percentage distribution of the parameter estimate. Loading and unloading out-
come parameters were tested for correlation by Spearman rank correlation. For
all analyses, P < 0.05 was regarded as significant. Statistical calculations were
performed in SPSS (SPSS Inc, USA).

3 Results

The coefficient of variation of the pellets of low water content (groups 9, 10, and
17) was less than 2%; their mean CV differed (P < 0.001) from those of groups
with high water content, and they responded to unloading by an instantaneous
swelling. Therefore, their time resistance number (TRN) and half total swelling
time (HTST) were not defined. The TRN per sample is summarised in Table 2.

HTST values could not be computed for three bone pellets out of 276; they
were removed from further calculations. Due to log failure during unloading,
the HTST could not be computed for 11 pellets in studies 5 and 15. However,
computation of the TRN, which is robust to missing data, was not impaired.
The remaining data was is described statistically in Table 2. The unloading
constrained modulus of elasticity (UCME) for each sample is summarized in
Table 2. The pairwise differences for TRN, HTST, and UCME between unload-
ing levels are significant (Wilcoxon, P < 0.001).

3.1 Correlation of load properties and recoil properties

During construction of the bone pellets, we measured stiffness as the impact
constrained modules of elasticity (ICME). Impacted pellets were described by
their apparent mass density (AMD). The load-deformation characteristic was
obtained from a load machine. According to classical drainage theory, we de-
fined the loading stiffness as the consolidated constrained modulus of elasticity
(CCME) and the total constrained modulus of elasticity (TCME). There were
significant positive correlations between ICME, CCME, and TCME and the time
resistant number (TRN). CCME and TCME also correlated positively with the
global unloading constrained modulus of elasticity (UCME). However, there was
no correlation between the half total swelling time (HTST) and impaction or
load properties (Table 3).
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Table 2: Time resistance number (TRN), half total swelling time (HTST) and unloading
constrained modulus of elasticity (UCME) for unloading step 1 for each study, given as median
(median deviation). TRN and HTST are not defined (ND) for studies 9, 10 and 17 and the
HTST was not calculated for studies 5 and 15.

Study N TRN [-] HTST [s] UCME [MPa]

1 7 619 (60.1) 15.2 (2.1) 24.6 (1.7)

7 6 368 (70.1)∗∗ 18.5 (2.2) 32.8 (0.2)∗∗
8 5 327 (49.6)∗ 17.4 (3.4) 30.2 (1.0)∗
11 7 762 (143.3) 13.1 (1.8) 24.2 (2.1)
12 3 486 (94.3) 14.5 (0.5) 21.6 (0.6)
13 5 664 (46.0) 13.7 (0.5) 44.4 (1.7)∗∗
14 8 706 (43.5) 14.2 (1.7) 43.3 (2.8)∗∗
15 4 636 (81.7) - 38.8 (7.0)∗
16 5 545 (35.5) 17.0 (0.7) 29.3 (0.7)

9 4 ND ND 50.9 (3.2)∗∗
10 11 ND ND 47.0 (3.6)∗∗
17 6 ND ND 53.5 (6.6)∗∗
18 6 326 (10.7)∗∗ 24.3 (3.6)∗∗ 28.7 (2.1)

2 7 533 (46.8) 15.3 (1.5) 43.9 (15.0)
3 7 565 (7.7) 15.6 (1.7) 29.9 (1.2)∗
4 6 476 (57.1)∗ 17.9 (1.7) 25.3 (2.5)
5 7 364 (13.2)∗∗ - 29.1 (2.8)
6 6 329 (27.6)∗∗ 18.3 (1.0) 29.3 (0.6)

∗ compared to study 1 (Mann-Whitney, P < 0.05)
∗∗ compared to study 1 (Mann-Whitney, P < 0.01)

3.2 Factorial analysis

Particle size distribution. Drum I produced mostly smaller particles of
relatively uniform distribution, while Drums II and III produced morsellised
bone with a greater spread of particle size. The median particle size was smallest
in Drum I (2.0 mm) and largest in Drum III (3.2 mm). Bone pellets from
Drum II had significantly lower time resistant numbers (TRN) than that from
the other drums, while the their recoil stiffness was significantly higher than in
the standard impaction study.

Particle size. There were no significant differences in TRN or half total
swelling time (HTST) between pellets constructed from bone material of con-
trolled sizes, compared to the unsieved impacted bone from Drum I. However,
stiffness during recoil increased significantly, when comparing diameters of 2-
3 mm, 3-4 mm, and 4-5 mm to the pellets made of unsieved bone of Drum I.

9
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Table 3: Spearman Rank correlations between loading stiffnesses and unloading output pa-
rameters.

TRN HTST UCME
AMD 0.034 0.092 0.062
ICME 0.210∗ 0.106 0.036
CCME 0.642∗∗ -0.038 0.386∗∗
TCME 0.598∗∗ -0.074 0.335∗∗

∗ P < 0.05 (two-tailed)
∗∗ P < 0.01 (two-tailed)

AMD: apparent mass density

ICME: impaction constrained modulus of elasticity

CCME: consolidated constrained modulus of elasticity

TCME: total constrained modulus of elasticity

TRN: time resistance number

HTST: half total swelling time

UCME: unloading constrained modulus of elasticity

Fat and water content. Swelling commenced almost instantaneously in bone
pellets of low water content (but varying fat content). TRN and HTST were
not defined. The unloading stiffness UCME, however, increased significantly
by almost twice that of samples of unmodified bone constructed by the same
impaction energy.

Impaction energy. The time resistant number (TRN) recorded for bone
pellets impacted by 5 strokes per layer was significantly lower than that of the
standard impaction (slap hammer drop height 200 mm, 10 impactions per bone
layer). Increasing the drop height to 400 mm produced a significantly greater
recoil stiffness — described as the unloading constrained modulus of elasticity
(UCME) — than that of the standard impaction study.

Linear modelling showed that all factors (drop height, number of strokes, wa-
ter content, particle size and particle size distribution) significantly affected the
time resistant number (TRN). Particle size distribution was the main contrib-
utor (41 %), Table 4. Morsellised bone from Drum II, only 5 impaction strokes
per layer, high water content, and particle size less than 2 mm or greater than
5 mm all significantly diminished TRN. The only sample with a significantly
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increased TRN was morsellised bone from Drum III. Controlling the sizes of
bone particles significantly affected both the half total swelling time (HTST)
and the unloading constrained modulus of elasticity (UCME): 4-5 mm particles
increased the HTST, and particles with 2-3 mm, 3-4 mm, and 4-5 mm low water
content increased the UCME.

Table 4: For each of the unloading output parameters (columns), the general linear model
gives the factors (rows) of significant influence, the percentage of their contribution among
the significant parameter estimate (PE) and which category of the given factor contributes
positively (pos.) or negatively (neg.) on the output parameter.

TRN HTST UCME
PE PE PE
(%) Neg. Pos. (%) Neg. Pos. (%) Neg. Pos.

Particle size
distribution 41 drum II drum III - - - - - -
Particle size 16 d < 2, d > 5 - 100 - 4 < d < 5 51 - 2 < d < 5
Fat content - - - - - - - - -
Water
content 22 high - - - - 49 - low
Drop height - - - - - - - - -
Number of
strokes 21 5 - - - - - - -

4 Discussion

This study shows that the swelling behaviour of impacted morsellised bone
can be accurately described by a simple linear viscoelastic material model, as
witnessed by the very low values of the relative mean square errors. At the mi-
croscopic level, viscous behaviour is associated with fluid flow between the bone
particles. The elastic component is associated with the deformation (bending)
of long particles, or spikes on irregular particles.

In an earlier study, Ullmark and Nilsson showed that impaction force and
particle size significantly influence recoil behaviour (Ullmark and Nilsson, 1999).
We have shown that liquid content and bone particle size significantly influence
the mechanical behaviour of impacted bone during recoil. The three samples
with non-viscoelastic behaviour (9, 10 and 17) can be interpreted as having
degenerated from the Kelvin model to a single spring. The instantaneous relax-
ation of the sample when unloaded is purely elastic. The absence of viscosity
can be explained by the reduced fluid flow through the pores of the material
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as the total fluid content is reduced. As for the high impaction energies, the
reduced compliance under recoil (higher stiffness) for the dried samples may
be explained by partial crushing of the bone particles, which thereby lose their
elastic energy. We hypothesise that water, as an incompressible fluid, protected
the bone particles from the blows in the other cases.

The swelling process appears to be rapid for all samples. In those slowest to
swell, 50 % of the total swelling remained after 25 seconds of the first unloading
step; recoil then continued more slowly. However, the pellets still had some
remaining expanding tension. During joint revision surgery, the morsellised bone
is impacted, and then cement is injected into the cavity formed by the impaction
device (a piston with the same shape as the current prosthesis). The prosthesis
is inserted during the final setting phase of the cement. Before insertion, the
cement is compressed proximally to achieve global and optimal penetration into
the impacted bone. Whether this applied counter pressure affects bony recoil
is unknown, but it may postpone its progress. With recoil deformation left,
there will still be a tension that may grip the prosthesis and the surrounding
cement envelope, thus further stabilising the prosthesis. It would require further
studies to investigate whether this mechanism increases the initial stability of
the revised prosthetic system.

Clinical studies have focused on the thickness of the cement mantle between
the new prosthesis and the impacted bone. A mantle less than 2 mm thick
is at increased risk of early aseptic loosening (Masterson et al., 1997; Leopold
et al., 2000). Morsellised bone impaction in the femur, with a piston shaped
like the double tapered prosthesis, may deliverer different impaction energies
proximally and distally in the femoral canal. The double tapered shape also
increases the thickness of the impacted wall distally. Our results suggest that, if
the distal thicker impaction layer is looser, the recoil will cause a relatively larger
expansion, which may reduce the space available for cement filling; a thinner
cement layer may thus impair the distal stability of the prosthetic system.

Clinically, the morsellised bone is dried in portions by twining it in a gauze
swab. Radial grading of liquid content may occur in some portions. The overall
liquid content may differ between dried portions. Impacting the bone, portion
by portion, may lead to an impacted wall of bone with varying liquid content,
causing inhomogeneous impaction and jeopardising stability.

12
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5 Conclusion

Maximum stability during loading and unloading can be achieved by experimen-
tally impacted, morsellised bone with low water content, containing particles of
large mean size, and with a well-graded particle size distribution. During re-
vision arthroplasty, these factors should be optimised to secure crucial initial
stability.
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Appendix

A linear model implies that the strain is the superposition of a compressed state
before the beginning of the unloading, and a tensile loading. This allows us to
derive the creep function for each unloading level by subtracting the stress at
the end of the previous level from the current stress level.
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Abstract

Morsellised bone is broadly used in revision hip surgery. However its
mechanical properties are scarcely understood. They have been examined,
in a previous study by Fosse et al. (Paper III, submitted), during axial
unloading. The present work reports experimental results in a geometry
mimicking the femoral canal under compressive and shear loading, and
evaluates the continued validity of the solid linear viscoelastic model in
this new configuration.

A steel cylinder with tapered cavity and fitting steel spear mimics a
femoral canal and orthopaedic implant. Morsellised bone is filled into the
cavity and impacted with the spear and then loaded axially with 1000 N
for 120 min. Axial torsion of 6 Nm is then added and held for 120 more
minutes. Axial displacement and rotation of the spear are registered as
functions of time. Additionally a finite element model is designed, using
Abaqus, reproducing the spear and a layer of morsellised bone surrounding
it. The contact between the polished surface of the steel spear and ground
bone is assumed nearly frictionless and the contact with the rough steel
of the cavity is assumed fixed. The Abaqus material model is a so-called
time domain viscoelasticity corresponding to a generalised Kelvin model.

The experiment showed a slowly increasing displacement of the spear
sharply accelerated by the torsion. The FE model managed to reproduce
qualitatively the experimental results but did not reach the very large
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displacements observed. These results suggest that morsellised bone has
a low cohesion and therefore behaves like a viscoplastic fluid.

In preparation for submission to Clinical Biomechanics.
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1 Introduction

Many studies have explored the in vivo mechanical behaviour of bone grafts with
respect to implant stability (Capello, 1994; Kärrholm et al., 1999; Pekkarinen
et al., 2000). However, its mechanical properties as a material have mostly been
investigated during the last five to ten years with help of geotechnical methods
usually employed to study soils. The bone particles usually applied in surgery
were found to have a poor grading by geotechnical standards as an optimal
distribution should be very broad and include both finer and larger particle
(Brewster et al., 1999). Study of the recoil properties by Ullmark et al. (1999)
showed that finer particles and higher impaction force cause larger recoil. The
different procedure followed by Fosse et al. (Paper III, submitted) provides
quite different results thus suggesting that the grading of the particles may
matter more than their average size. This viscoelastic aspect was investigated
more deeply by Giesen et al. (1999) who established the existence of large
irreversible deformations caused by flow-independent creep behaviour due to
rolling and sliding of the bone particles. The close relationship between confined
compression modulus and permeability shown by Giesen et al. (1999) suggests
an influence the fluid content in morsellised bone. Voor er al. (2004) established
that uniaxial compressive strain was significantly decreased in defatted bone
grafts.

The stability of bone grafts between lumbar spine segments has been exam-
ined using the finite element method (Zander et al., 2002a-b) but to our knowl-
edge, finite element analysis has not been used to validate a material model
for morsellised bone. A previous study by Fosse et al. (Paper III, submitted)
modelled successfully morsellised bone under compression in a cylindrical con-
tainers as a linear viscoelastic solid. We asked therefore in this article whether
the same model could represent the behaviour of morsellised bone in a cavity
mimicking the femoral canal under compression and torsion.

2 Methods

Connective tissue and cartilage were removed from juxta-articular fresh bovine
bone that was deep-frozen at -26◦C until further use. It then was thawed and
morsellised in a Howex 100 bone grinding mill (Howex AB, Gävle, Sweden).

A pyramid-like cavity in a steel cylinder, illustrated in Figure 1, was filled
with morsellised bone and impacted with a spear whose shape fitted exactly the
cavity: ten strokes with a slap hammer weighing 660 g dropped from 200 mm.
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Figure 1: The mesh of the steel spear, covered with the layer of impacted morsellised bone.

More morsellised bone was fed into the cavity on the top of this first layer and
the operation was repeated until the cavity was full. Then the cavity and the
spear were mounted in a loading machine (Lloyd instruments, LR 10K with
load cell DCL 2.5 kN). In a first step of 7200 seconds (two hours) the spear was
loaded axially at 1000 N and in a second step, an additional torque of 6 Nm
about the axial direction was added for two more hours. During the whole
process, the axial displacement of the top of the spear and its rotation about
the axial direction were recorded. The whole experiment was carried out five
times emptying and refilling the cavity with new morsellised bone.

A finite element model of the spear with the surrounding layer of impacted
bone grafts was created using about 6000 linear tetrahedrons. As the cavity has
a rough inner surface, no tangential sliding was allowed. Furthermore the steel
cylinder was considered to be of sufficient stiffness to neglect the influence of its
deformation on the response of the bone grafts. Hence the interface between the
steel cylinder and the bone grafts had no translation and no rotation allowed
and the steel cylinder was not modelled. As in the experiment, the force on the
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spear was of 1000 N in a first step of 7200 seconds, and then additional torsion
of 6 Nm was added for 7200 more seconds.

The material properties were modelled as solid linear viscoelastic and homo-
geneous. Estimations of the material properties were derived from the first step
of the experiments under axial compression. As the steel spear was smoothly
polished, we supposed that the main loading mode inside the cavity was com-
pression rather than shear. Thus the experimental data were treated as in a
volumetric creep test. The bulk modulus is defined as the ratio of the hydro-
static pressure p0 to the volumetric strain εv(t):

K(t) =
p0

εv(t)

Abaqus uses a so-called Prony decomposition of a dimensionless time-dependent
bulk modulus:

K̃(t) =
K(t)
K0

=
εv
0

εv(t)
= 1 −

N∑
i=1

ki

[
1 − exp

(
− t

τi

)]

where K0 is the value of K(t) at t = 0, εv
0 is the volumetric strain at t = 0,

ki and τi are elementary bulk moduli and relaxation times respectively. This
expression of the instantaneous bulk modulus can be shown to be equivalent to
that obtained for a generalised Kelvin model for viscoelastic solids. This series
expansion has a number of terms approximately equal to the 10-logarithm of
the duration of the test. Here, a satisfactory approximation (R2 = 0.996) was
reached with three terms. The six model parameters, ki and τi, were calculated
by the least square method.

Preliminary tests estimated the modulus K0 from oedometer testing to
K0 ≈ 12 MPa and triaxial testing evaluated Poisson’s ratio ν to ν = 0.2. Based
on these values, the final Prony parameters used for the simulation were those
summarised in Table 1.

Table 1: The Prony coefficients used for the material model, elementary shear modulus, bulk
modulus and relaxation time.

gi[−] ki[−] τi[−]
0.3942 0.5256 2.102
0.1278 0.1704 79.99
0.0397 0.0529 800
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Though the main loading modus of the morsellised bone was assumed to
be compression due to the low friction at the spear-bone interface, the friction
coefficient had to be estimated to some value. The fluid phase contained in the
bone grafts was considered to act like a lubricant. Mechanical handbooks give
as lowest values of friction coefficients for greasy polished steel against different
materials, approximately 0.1 — apart from Teflon. This value was chosen as a
reasonable estimate of the static friction coefficient between the spear and the
bone grafts.

3 Results

Of the five repetitions of the experiment, one showed considerably larger dis-
placements than all others, suggesting an error of reset. As nothing could guide
us to a reasonable correction, this data series was disregarded for the rest of the
study. The remaining four series, represented in Figure 2, show typical creep
response in the first step and in the second step separately for the axial dis-
placement and reach about 7 mm in average. The rotation remains around zero
in the first step and reaches gradually about 1.3 degrees in the second step in
average.

The results of the simulation were recorded as the axial displacement and a
transverse displacement converted to rotation angle α by following a corner of
the top face of the spear:

u1 = − b

2
sin α or u2 =

l

2
sin α

where u1 and u2 are the transverse components of the displacement, l and b
are the length and width of the spear section, and α is the rotation angle.
As the angles are small we have: α ≈ 2u2/l. A comparison of the simulated
displacement and rotation with the respective experimental values are plotted
in Figure 3. Though the profile of the simulation is qualitatively satisfying
and the order of magnitude compared to the experiments is reasonable too, the
simulation consequently underestimates both the axial displacement, reaching
only 4 mm, and the transverse rotation, reaching about 0.6 degrees.

4 Discussion

This study showed a mismatch between experimentally measured displacement
and rotation of the spear and the same simulated quantities, thus suggesting
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Figure 2: Experimentally measured displacement (left) and rotation (right) of the spear as
a function of time for four repetitions of the experiment. The average is plotted as the bold
black line.

that a linear viscoelastic solid model is unsuitable to model morsellised bone in
these loading conditions.

The nature of morsellised bone is ambivalent. As a pulverulent, it behaves
both like a fluid taking the shape of its container and like a solid, as it does not
flow out when left on a free surface. Fosse et al. (Paper III, submitted) mod-
elled adequately morsellised bone in a container by a generalised Kelvin model
suitable for solid viscoelasticity. Here, the large experimental displacements of
the spear suggest an upward flow of morsellised bone because the material at
the bottom of the cavity could not be submitted to the strains calculated in
pure compression.

If not pre-treated by impaction, the tension strength of morsellised bone
is virtually zero as nothing but surface tension of the fluid phase ensures the
cohesion of its components. Therefore, the pointy spear would create a stress
concentration (estimated to 2.4 MPa in maximum tensile principle stress, using
the current model), which would easily overcome the tensile strength of the ma-
terial. This suggests another approach of the problem using fracture mechanics.

However as very few fracture properties of morsellised bone are known, an
alternative approach would be to treat morsellised bone as a viscoelastic fluid,
thus allowing it to flow upwards an let the spear penetrate further down. A
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Figure 3: Comparison of simulated displacements and rotations with experimental measure-
ments. The dotted line are one standard deviation from the average.

fluid model would also be suitable in cases where the material is confined in a
closed container thus allowing a united modelling of the material.

The frictional properties between the polished steel spear and morsellised
bone have to be determined. Simulation with too high friction could be an
explanation of the shallower penetration of the spear. But a tentative simulation
in the absence of friction produced a different course. A frictionless simulation
did indeed not reproduce the acceleration of the axial displacement when the
torsion is added. This suggests that this acceleration is caused by a reduction
of the frictional forces due to a reduction of the contact surface when the spear
is submitted to torsion.

From the discussion above, it is clear that two aspects of the modelling
of morsellised bone can be improved: modelling the material as a fluid and
calculate the friction coefficient between polished steel and morsellised bone
should help providing more satisfying results.
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